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Comprehensive
in matching
solutions products.

Texas In-Stock Colors

The world of interior and furniture design is undergoing constant and accelerating change.
The range of product is forever growing. But you stay ahead of the game. Always. You have
the answers. And the right product at the right time. In a constantly changing world, that’s an
advantage. Your advantage.

Stock Options
Exact matching TFL, HPL/CPL and Edgebanding are available
through Hardwoods as your one stop shop. Exact match
edgebanding and laminates eliminates the need to source a
close match. In stock colors are available on your next delivery,
with the top colors stocked here in the Texas region, and more
colors available within 1 - 3 weeks.
•
•
•

F416 ST10
Beige Textile

F638 ST10
Chromix Silver

The EGGER Feelwood range of decors specially designed with
multi-layers of papers to create a depth of texture often seen
with solid wood. These decors represent the premium category
among the 140 TFL decors within the EGGER decorative
collection.
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U732 ST19
Dust Grey

U999 PG
Black

PerfectSense
Lacquered panels
PerfectSense lacquered panels are melamine resin coated MDF
panels, which are finished in a process matching the surface.
Due to the CCI UV coating technology, they clearly stand out from
conventional lacquered boards. The surfaces are resistant to
micro-scratches and retain their gloss or matte effects.

H1210 Grey-Beige Tossini Elm

H1210 ST33
Grey-Beige Tossini Elm

HPL/CPL
Edgebanding
TFL

Feelwood synchronized
pore (EIR) on TFL

H3043 ST12
Dark Brown
Eucalyptus

G

rey-Beige Tossini Elm displays
beautiful color play that looks
great when combined with a variety
of solid colors. The embossed-inregister (EIR) ST33 Feelwood Crafted
texture offers a tactile highlight, with
matte wood pores and deep-brushed
character. These effects, combined
with an extra large pattern repeat (XLRepeat) deliver an authentic look even
on large surfaces and convincingly
replicates the look and feel of natural
wood.

End-grain Edgebanding
The End-grain Edgebanding has the look and feel of sawn timber,
complete with its annual rings, for a highly authentic result.
They are available in several decors chosen for their highly natural
wood effect, and perfectly complement the Feelwood textures.

H1701 ST33
White Tossini Elm

T

he Tossini Elm decor species
captures the growing popularity
of elm for furniture design with
an elegant and natural woodgrain
structure, enhanced by a pearlescent
base that provides depth to the
pattern. White Tossini Elm displays
a subtle color interplay that allows
combinations with numerous solid
colors.

H1701 White Tossini Elm
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Texas In-Stock Colors (contd.)

Texas In-Stock Colors (contd.)

H1221 ST33
Espresso Tossini Elm

E

T

spresso Tossini Elm, a dark brown
with warm gray undertones, looks
rich when combined with light gray
or brown woodgrains, as well light to
dark solids colors. The embossed-inregister (EIR) ST33 Feelwood Crafted
texture offers a tactile highlight, with
matte wood pores and deep-brushed
character.

he Halifax Oak series displays
striking distressing with knots,
deep cracks and grain to recreate
a natural, authentic look in living
spaces. White Halifax Oak provides
a Nordic flair, with a color play that
includes white, beige and gray,
providing endless possibilities when
combined with solid colors. The
dark distressing and saw marks of
the decor look particularly nice in
combination with black or “almost
black” tones and woodgrains. The
embossed-in-register (EIR) ST37
Feelwood Rift texture enhances this
decor with a rich tactile character.

H1221 Espresso Tossini Elm

H3198 ST19
Dark Grey Fineline

T

he Fineline decor series offers
a hybrid appearance of a linear
woodgrain and elegant seagrass,
combined with the ST19 Deepskin
Excellent texture for depth and
authenticity. The Fineline decors
are ideal for applications requiring
uniform grain structure, such as
closets or office furniture. Dark
Grey Fineline, a rich gray color that
combines mid-tones of cool and warm
grays with faint highlights of silver
and brown, is the most versatile color
of the Fineline series. It will look
great when mixed with light or dark
woodgrains and solid colors.
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W1000 PG
Premium White

H3198 Dark Grey Fineline

H1176 ST37
White Halifax Oak

H1176 White Halifax Oak

W1000 Premium White

P

remium White is an opaque warm
white, which provides a highquality surface for any application.
Our PerfectSense Gloss (PG) lacquered
surface transforms this decor into a
high-quality gloss effect that provides
added value to any design. Premium
White can also be combined with both
PerfectSense Gloss and PerfectSense
Matt (PM) to create an exciting mattegloss effect.
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Texas In-Stock Colors (contd.)

H3710 Natural Carini Walnut

H3710 ST12
Natural Carini Walnut

F422 White Linen

T

W

he Carini Walnut decor series offers
a classic walnut appearance with a
modern touch. Its soft planking makes
it suitable for small accent pieces as
well as large surface applications.
The Natural Carini Walnut variant
looks particularly modern with its gray
undertones and works well with solid
colors. The ST12 Omnipore Matt texture
adds a natural feel to the decor.

H3335 ST28
White Gladstone Oak

T

he Gladstone Oak decor series
features an authentic-looking
classic planked oak pattern. The deep
sandblasted effect is enhanced by the
embossed-in-register (EIR) texture,
ST28 Feelwood Nature. This realistic
combination provides a strikingly
convincing solid wood effect for a
variety of design applications. The
modern White Gladstone Oak variant
looks light but still impresses with an
authentic natural character.

F422 ST10
White Linen
hite Linen, a timeless weave
that reminds us of comfort and
luxury, displays a neutral white linen
pattern with soft gray accents. Ideal
for cabinet boxes and interior fittings,
this pattern looks great combined with
woodgrain or solid-colored fronts. To
create a modern feminine look, use
it on drawer fronts or interior walls of
open storage units. The ST10 Deepskin
Rough texture accentuates the look
and feel of crisp linen.

H3335 White Gladstone Oak

U999 ST19
Black

B

lack is experiencing a comeback,
not only in striking black-andwhite contrasts, but also for larger
surfaces. In combination with the
natural elegant woodgrain texture ST19
Deepskin Excellent, it has the effect of
a matte lacquered wood surface.

U999 Black

Contact distributor for details. More colours are available on Special Order.
In-stock colours shown here are immediately available.
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Hardwoods Distribution Inc.
T 888 826 5528
www.hardwoods-inc.com

Texas
Grand Prairie
T 818 633 8333
Houston
T 832 200 3555
San Antonio
T 210 661 4921

FRITZ EGGER GmbH & Co. OG
Holzwerkstoffe
Weiberndorf 20
6380 St. Johann in Tirol (AT)
T + 43 50 600 - 0
info-sjo@egger.com
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